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JCM Global® and Eurocoin Expand Partnership Enabling JCM to sell Eurocoin Printers in the Americas 
 
LAS VEGAS (October 10, 2019) – JCM Global® and Eurocoin have expanded their long-term relationship. Under a 
new agreement, JCM will now represent Eurocoin printers in North America and Latin America for a wide range of 
commercial applications. 
 
JCM is the leading supplier of thermal printers in the casino market, and adding Eurocoin printers to its portfolio will 
allow the company to offer additional choices and even greater flexibility to its commercial and gaming customers.  
 
“Our commercial partners in the Americas have expressed to us their need for a roll-style thermal printer that was 
more compact with greater flexibility to accommodate the variety of applications they use today. We listened, and 
we sought out the very best roll-style thermal printers available. We were delighted to find the perfect solution in the 
EP802 product line from our long-term partner Eurocoin,” said David Kubajak, JCM’s SVP of Sales, Marketing and 
Operations. 
 
Sales Director of the Eurocoin Group Colin Veitch said, “We are very pleased to announce this exciting new 
commercial development with our friends at JCM Global. Our EP802 thermal printers are well regarded throughout 
Europe for their innovation, quality, and reliability. Now with this distribution partnership with JCM, we can offer 
proven print solutions to machine and kiosk manufacturers in the  North and Latin American markets.” 
 
JCM will represent Eurocoin’s EP802-TMP and EP802-TM Thermal Printers, each featuring roll-feed paper that 
allows operators to print as much or as little information as needed for each individual transaction. The EP802 series 
of printers are highly reliable and intended for use in sports betting and gaming, as well as across a wide range of 
other applications. The EP802-TMP comes complete with a presenter, and the EP802-TM is equipped with a smart 
bezel. The presenter and smart bezel both ensure completely printed tickets on every transaction.  
 
Experience the partnerships, products/solutions, and people that only JCM can deliver at G2E, booth #4039. Join 
JCM online at www.jcmglobal.com, and on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.  
 
About JCM Global  
JCM Global is one of the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, gaming, kiosk retail, and 
vending industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM is trusted by operators, manufacturers and 
integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking 
peripheral transaction components to optimize your cash management. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more 
information.  
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